Police shoot Granger man outside Linebacker

By MONICA YANT
Editor-in-Chief

A Granger man was shot early Sunday outside the Linebacker Lounge, 1631 South Bend Ave., after a confrontation with city police officers. In a separate incident, three area residents were assaulted outside Notre Dame Ave. apartments by a group of black females wielding boards with nails.

Paul Thurston, 28, was wounded to the right arm from shots fired by an off-duty South Bend policeman. The bar was closed at the time and no students were involved, according to Lt. Norman Williams of the South Bend Police Department.

Charges have not been filed against Thurston, whose mother owns the Linebacker. The victim had fought with his estranged wife earlier in the bar, according to the police report.

The incident occurred at 3:35 a.m. Sunday in the Linebacker's parking lot when Thurston refused the officers' repeated requests to surrender a long-barreled shotgun. South Bend Officer Marion Kaminis fired two shots at Thurston's right arm after he raised the weapon.

The victim was taken to St. Joseph Medical Center for treatment. The case will be reviewed by the internal affairs division and the County prosecutor.

Campaigning Sunday in Monterey, Calif., Gore said the White House could not be trusted on the environment because Bush has appointed people willing to "ravage and exploit" natural resources.

In another development, the Bush-Quayle campaign decided to drop the Subway sandwich advertisement favored by "flab" in the new broadcast ad campaign.

"It has absolutely promised $150 billion in new taxes and $220 billion in additional government spending, which will wipe out jobs, rather than create them," said Terie Clarke, a spokeswoman for President Bush's re-election campaign.

"He has absolutely promised to create 8 million jobs, but the American people are not buying that," said Gore. "The Bush tax-cut policy is the wrong choice for our economy."
Cable should be available in student rooms

This summer the University had cable installed in every dormitory. Unfortunately, the only person in each dorm that has the privilege of watching it in the comfort of his or her own room is the rector.

All students must congregate in their dorm’s common room to see the latest news on CNN or watch some hoops on ESPN.

Though the fact that students do not have to travel off-campus to see these things any more is an improvement, it is not the best improvement.

According to William Kirk, vice president of Residential Life, the University has “no intention” to make the best improvement, that is, allow each student to have the option to have cable service in his or her room.

This situation is similar to last year’s laundry service fiasco, when the University gave us the option of the service, but upset a lot of people in the process by taking away the laundry room in Washington Hall.

While installing cable in only the selected areas will please some students, it will also create some problems.

It is a lot more enjoyable to watch television on your comfort of your own coach with your roommates, than to sit on the concrete-like floor to the common room.

In addition this, conflicts will arise over who to watch in the common room.

Not everyone is going to want to watch college football all the time.

Those students who want cable in their room will have to give up on the privilege of the University to make the best improvement.

If everyone can be wired with CTI phone service, it will cost about $1000.

Among the reasons given was that to do so would make the best improvement, that is, allow each student to have the option to make the best improvement, that is, allow each student to have the option to have cable service in his or her room.

If this arrangement was made, the only cost to the University would be wiring the rooms themselves.

If every room can be wired with CTI phone service, students should have some credit, and give us our money back.

Though the fact that students do not have to travel off-campus to see these things any more is an improvement, it is not the best improvement.

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Today's Staff: George Ehrhardt, Cynthia Ehrhardt, Production: Mike Scruddato, Sports Editor

The Observer is a member of the Associated Press. All reproduction rights are reserved.
**Club Column**

**AUGUST 31, 1992**

1) All clubs registered for activities must sign-in by 6:30 p.m. on risk your assigned space. Activities night will take place Tuesday, Sept. 1, from 7-10 p.m. in the J.A.C.C. Enter at Gate 3.

2) Club Coordination Council office hours are now posted outside the CCC office, 206 Lafortune.

2) Club Coordination Council office hours are now posted outside the CCC office, 206 Lafortune.

3) All clubs must make an appointment with their division chairs for their first semester meetings. Information pertinent to all clubs will be discussed. Contact your division chair for an appointment time, and remember to check your mailboxes regularly.

All registered clubs may place SHORT announcements of meetings and activities in the CLUB COLUMN, which runs on Mondays in The Observer. Entries are due in the CCC office by 5 p.m. on Thursday.

**Smokers need counseling to quit smoking**

**Karen Whitman**

At ND and at Lyons Hall, Beauty said, "She had a number of close friends in the sophomore class."

Leising, a junior from Lyons Hall, said that Whitman was quiet and reserved, but she enjoyed talking to other people. "Because she was so quiet, she appreciated when people talked to her."

Natalie Jankowski, a junior from Lyons Hall, will remember Whitman as a friendly and generous person. "It took a while to get to know her, but once you got to know her, she was a very generous person."

Lyons Hall is planning to hold a memorial Mass for all those who were not able to attend Whitman's funeral this summer. The hall also plans to donate proceeds from its Volleyball Tournament to the American Heart Foundation in Whitman's memory.

**About to six weeks, the amount of nicotine is reduced until the body no longer requires it. Patients who quit the patch or gum receive behavioral counseling.**

**Smokers need counseling to quit smoking**

**Happy 21st 'Eatels'**

We love you punchers!

'The Farm'

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a Mech 2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off fighter or one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could be doing the same thing at 21. But it takes a special commitment on your part. We demand leaders at all levels. We teach you to be one. If you're a freshman or sophomore, ask about our undergraduate officer commissioning programs. If you're a junior, check out our graduate programs. Starting salaries are from $22,000 to $32,000. And, if you can count on it, you can count on going farther... faster. The Few. The Proud. The Marines.
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Shooting
continued from page 1

The police were releasing the bodies to the coroner, who will conduct an autopsy.

"We hope to have the results of the autopsy done by this weekend," said Chief W. J. O'Sullivan.

The man charged with the slaying was identified as Richard J. Murphy, 27, of 123 Main St.

According to the police, Murphy and his wife, Mary, were staying at the Motel 6 in Westbury when they were attacked by a group of men early Saturday morning.

The couple, who were celebrating their first anniversary, were found shot to death in their room.

The police said they believe the crime was a robbery gone wrong.

Murphy's body was found with $200 in his pockets, but no money was found in the room.

The investigation continues.

Fugitive keeps authorities at bay

NELS, Idaho (AP) — A fugitive white supremacist who has held authorities at bay for weeks by shooting at them was arrested late Monday after two federal agents shot him.

The man, identified as 35-year-old Randy Weaver, was arrested after he surrendered to federal and local police.

Weaver, who has been on the run since Aug. 21, when he and his family were involved in a shootout with federal agents, was shot by the agents after he surrendered to them.

The shootout left three people dead, including Weaver's son, and several others wounded.

Weaver was charged with murder and conspiracy to commit murder.

Weaver, who has a history of violence and has been involved in a number of incidents involving firearms, was taken into custody without incident.

Weaver is expected to face charges related to the shootout.

Weaver is currently in custody at the Federal Detention Center in Atlanta.

Chain founder's son charged for murders

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The son of a man who founded a chain of grocery stores was charged with murder in the deaths of two people.

Weaver, who is the son of a former Iowa legislator and a former U.S. Army Special Forces officer, was arrested in connection with the deaths of two people.

According to police, Weaver killed two people in a cabin near his home.

Weaver is accused of killing two people in a cabin near his home.

Weaver is scheduled to appear in court on Wednesday.

The case is being handled by the U.S. Attorney's Office.

Weaver's family said they were shocked by the accusation.

"We can't believe it," said Richard Weaver, the man's father.

Weaver's family said they will fight the charges.

Weaver is currently in custody at a federal prison.

Baboon liver recipient develops infection

PITTSBURGH (AP) — A 35-year-old woman who received a baboon liver transplant has developed an infection, and doctors have downgraded her condition to serious.

The woman, who was one of the first patients to receive a baboon liver transplant, was admitted to the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center with a fever.

The doctors said the infection was caused by a virus.

"We're concerned," said Dr. J. R. Smith, the woman's attending physician.

The doctors said they will continue to monitor the woman's condition.

"We're keeping a close eye on her," said Dr. Smith.

The woman's condition has improved in recent days.

"She's showing some improvement," said Dr. Smith.

The woman is expected to continue to receive treatment for her infection.

"We're doing everything we can to help her," said Dr. Smith.
Clinton rallies Arkansas troops

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) — Bill Clinton rallied home state Democratic troops Saturday and appealed for their help in countering Republican criticism against their small state of Arkansas.

"We've had a plan, not just a bunch of hot air," the Democratic nominee told a convention of his state Democratic Party, citing steps to improve Arkansas' economy, schools and health care system and efforts to move people from welfare to work.

Later, Clinton said the federal response to hurricane damage in Florida and Louisiana should be "looked into" to see how it could be improved, but he declined to criticize President Bush.

"I don't want to get into assessing blame here, because I don't know what the facts were," Clinton said, talking by satellite to a group of Asian-American journalists in Washington D.C.

He said the inquiry should be done "in a non-political way." Clinton said "managing disasters" was a big part of a president's job and noted he'd had to respond to various natural disasters in Arkansas.

He told state Democrats they'd spend "a dozen years in our state, with our eyes on the disasters in Arkansas.

"Pretty soon, we looked back and we'd come a long way," Clinton told the roaring, flag-waving group of partisans.

"We've got a lot of problems left to go, but we are doing our job.

"We didn't make any miracles," the Arkansas governor said. "But this is about doing better."

The Arkansas governor, who has been ridiculed by Republicans as the "failed governor of a small state," asked them to campaign for him in the next 66 days.

Two polls released Saturday showed the gap between Bush and Clinton narrowing in the past week. The margin was 6 percentage points in a Time Magazine-CNN poll that found 46 percent of likely voters saying they would vote for Clinton if the election were held today.

Clinton was favored by 49 percent of registered voters and Bush by 47 percent. Both surveys had 3-point margins of error.

Bush was absent from the campaign trail Saturday. He was spending the weekend at Camp David, Md., and returned to the White House for a brief opening of relief efforts.

His campaign continued its sparring with Clinton over the Democratic Party's record.

Vice President Dan Quayle said Saturday that the White House has "brought pink slips not paychecks" to thousands of U.S. autoworkers and dismissed GOP claims that the Democratic ticket's policies would hurt the U.S. car industry.

The Tennessee senator, appearing in auto-dependent Michigan on the heels of visits by President Bush and Vice President Dan Quayle, also

Quayle throws hardball at Clinton's tax record

SALEM, N.H. (AP) — Vice President Dan Quayle said Saturday that the White House has "brought pink slips not paychecks" to thousands of U.S. autoworkers and dismissed GOP claims that the Democratic ticket's policies would hurt the U.S. car industry.

The Tennessee senator, appearing in auto-dependent Michigan on the heels of visits by President Bush and Vice President Dan Quayle, also
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funded off Republican attacks on his environmental record.

His appearance before a crowd of 1,500 supporters at a Little League World Series event in Williamsport, Pa., quipped that Clinton probably prefers football over Little League because he likes to hear the quarterback say "this is a fumble/ no yardage gained.

"Every time the quarterback says 'hike,' he thinks about taxes," Quayle said about 1,500 supporters at a Williamsport-Wyoming County Airport.

Later, Quayle threw what appeared to be a strike for the ceremonial opening pitch of the championship game. He joked that many people probably would have preferred seeing actor Tom Selleck, who was also on hand.

Before the game, Quayle toasted the 100-year-old Little League museum and visited the Hall of Excellence, where he was inducted last year.

Little League spokesman Dennis Sullivan said the hall of fame honors former Little Leaguers who have reached the top of their profession "and still continue to energize the Democratic base in a Rust Belt state and now voters should elect more Republicans to Congress so "we can win the domestic war and bring more jobs and opportunities to the American people.

Quayle's wife, Marilyn, talked about health care issues and said she was angry at President Bush's previous participation in the National Convention in New York City because she was going to put women's health on "the front burner."

Gore defends policies affecting auto industry

DETROIT (AP) — Al Gore said Saturday that the White House has "brought pink slips not paychecks" to thousands of U.S. autoworkers and dismissed GOP claims that the Democratic ticket's policies would hurt the U.S. car industry.

The Tennessee senator, appearing in auto-dependent Michigan on the heels of visits by President Bush and Vice President Dan Quayle, also

"I want to tell you I do favor better fuel efficiency and, yes, I favor 40 miles per gallon, and yes, I believe there is a serious worldwide environmental crisis. " Gore said. "I make no apologies for my beliefs."

He said these initiatives had no right to point fingers on the issue of jobs in the auto industry.

"How dare Bush and Quayle come into Michigan and talk about jobs in the automobile industry, providing over the worst destruction of jobs in the auto industry in the history of this nation," Gore said.
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"I want to tell you I do favor better fuel efficiency and, yes, I favor 40 miles per gallon, and, yes, I believe there is a serious worldwide environmental crisis," Gore said. "I make no apologies for my beliefs."

He said these initiatives had no right to point fingers on the issue of jobs in the auto industry.

"How dare Bush and Quayle come into Michigan and talk about jobs in the automobile industry, providing over the worst destruction of jobs in the auto industry in the history of this nation," Gore said.
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Hijacked Ethiopian plane lands

ROME (AP) — A hijacked Ethiopian jetliner landed in Rome early Sunday after a day-long odyssey around the Middle East and Africa that included failed negotiations and the reported release of all 79 passengers.

Fourteen people were aboard the Ethiopian Airlines Boeing 727. Five hijackers and nine crew members, said police spokesman Nicola Cavaliere.

Cavaliere said there was no information on whether the hijackers were armed, but the Italian news agency ANSA reported the hijackers had automatic rifles and pistols.

The hijackers' plans or demands were not immediately known. An Ethiopian Airlines official began talks with the hijackers shortly after they touched down in Ciampino, about 10 miles south of Rome, at about 2:30 a.m. (8:30 p.m. EDT Saturday). The plane flew from Cairo, Egypt, where it refueled.

Redwan Abdalla, the Ethiopian charge d'affaires in Cairo, said he believed the hijackers insisted on talking to the Somali government in Mogadishu and to American and British diplomats and U.N. envoys. The ambassadors, based in San'a, refused to speak to them.

The crew was ordered to fly to San'a in Yemen, according to Yemen's SABA news agency. When San'a officials refused to let the jet land, it flew to Djibouti.

In Djibouti, the Yemeni charge d'affaires talked to the hijackers, and they agreed to let the passengers go, said Yemeni sources, who spoke on condition of anonymity. The plane then flew to the Yemeni city of Aden early Saturday.

In Aden, Yemeni sources said, the hijackers insisted on talking to American and British diplomats and U.N. envoys. The ambassadors, based in San'a, refused to speak to them.

Last Russians leave war-battered Afghanistan

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — The last Russian diplomats pulled out of the war-battered Afghan capital Saturday, closing the books on a decade of bloody involvement by a once-powerful neighbor.

About 50 Russian diplomatic staff and their families slipped aboard a Soviet-made Antonov transport plane headed toward the northern Afghan city of Mazar-e-Sharif and then on to Moscow.

The departure was kept secret following a rocket attack on Kabul airport on Friday that destroyed one of three Ilyushin-on Kabul airport on Friday that destroyed one of three Ilyushin-on Kabul airport on Friday that destroyed one of three Ilyushin-on Kabul airport on Friday that destroyed one of three Ilyushin-on Kabul airport on Friday that destroyed one of three Ilyushin-on Kabul airport on Friday that destroyed one of three Ilyushin-on Kabul airport on Friday that destroyed one of three Ilyushin-on Kabul airport on Friday that destroyed one of three Ilyushin-on Kabul airport on Friday that destroyed one of three Ilyushin-on Kabul airport on Friday that destroyed one of three Ilyushin-on Kabul airport on Friday that destroyed one of three Ilyushin-on Kabul airport.

The main building has been emptied but for a few pro-gov­

The plane was hijacked late Friday after taking off from Addis Ababa, the Ethiopian capital, on a domestic flight.
Spectacle of ‘The Shirt’ symbolizes spirit, support

By PANCHO LOZANO
Business Writer

On Saturday Sept. 12, Notre Dame fans across the country will witness the spectacle which has characterized Notre Dame’s home opener the past few years. “The Shirt” has become familiar with the student body, alumni, and subway fans across the country as a symbol of support and spirit of the football team. With a quarter of the stadium wearing kelly green in 1990 and royal blue in 1991, organizers of this year’s “Shirt” hope to make it the largest spectacle on national television. “This year we wanted to design a shirt that was Bookstore quality, yet still spirit and support of the alumni, and subway alumni familiar with the student body, years. “The Shirt” has become a lu m n i, and subw ay alumn i, and then is night and day. We now have shirts in places like the Bookstore, the Varsity Shop, through mallorfer, and Blue and Gold Illustrated,” said Bomberger. According to Hank, this year they have already sold an estimated 9,000 shirts out of their total 24,000, which is twice as many as last year. Another advantage of the increased marketing effort is the availability of “The Shirt.” Off-campus students can obtain their shirts through their hall representatives at the price of $10. Off-campus students can obtain “The Shirt” at the LaFortune information desk for an afternoon update on the progress of aid hurricane damage. As of Sept. 1, “The Shirt” will also be on sale at the pep rally in the JACC on Sept. 11 the night prior to the game. “We’d like to grow and expand each year as much as possible in order to get as many people as possible supporting this project,” said Bomberger.

As I said before, we really want this to be the greatest spectacle for everyone to see...all the students with one color behind the team. Once we get the alumni and fans involved, we’d like to make it a stadium wide spectacle.”

Bush orders additional troops, money to aid hurricane damage

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush ordered an additional 5,000 military troops to hurricane-battered Florida on Saturday and released $300 million to spend the delivery of emergency services. He said “significant progress” is being made to help the needy. The president returned to the White House aides and leaders of the federal disaster team. “I see a bunch of people running around interviewing people who have been thrown out of their homes by a natural disaster.” said Bush. “Do they have the politics work? Good heavens, isn’t there any honor here? Can’t we help people without having somebody try to pull a political opportunity on it? I mean, Heaven’s sakes.”

The president returned to the White House from Camp David for an afternoon update on the storm’s damage.
We can expect renewed discussion during this academic year of how to preserve the Catholic character of Notre Dame. Predictably, one of the most important issues will be ignored: Whether the transfer of Notre Dame to "lay control" was a mistake and whether the Congregation of Holy Cross should resume ownership of the University.

It is also the 25th anniversary of the transfer of the University to supposedly lay governance. That transfer should be reexamined in light of a remarkable two-part article published by Fr. James T. Burtchaell, C.S.C., in the April and May, 1991, First Things. At about that time, Notre Dame requested Fr. Burtchaell's resignation from the faculty in response to allegations of sexual misconduct with students.

Fr. Burtchaell's article, "The Decline and Fall of the Catholic University," traced the complete process of secularization of Vanderbilt, Harvard and other originally Protestant universities and the still incomplete process by which Catholic universities are moving toward the same end.

The message of the article, unfortunately, was obscured by the controversy over Fr. Burtchaell's resignation. With respect to his personal situation, Fr. Burtchaell acknowledges that he acted wrongly although he claims that "other unrelated reasons of my own persuaded me... to submit my resignation."

Charles E. Rice Right or Wrong

allegations months after the matter had been settled between him and the University. It would compound the tragedy of the Burtchaell matter if it were allowed to discredit the important contribution of his first Things article.

Using Vanderbilt as the model, the Burtchaell article examines the secularization of the Protestant universities in the period, 1870-1910. Fr. Burtchaell then examines, without naming any institutions, the comparable secularization of Catholic universities.

He appears to regard the assertion of institutional autonomy through governance of the legal connection to the church as inevitable, leading almost inexorably to a loss of religious identity in the Catholic as well as the Protestant universities.

In 1967, Notre Dame and other Catholic universities changed to secular status. They also declared that year, at Land O'Lakes, Wisconsin, that "to perform its teaching and research functions effectively, the Catholic university must have a true autonomy and academic freedom in the face of authority of whatever kind, lay or clerical, external to the academic community itself."

One consequence of the Catholic university's essential relationship to the church is that the institutional fidelity of the university in the Christian message includes a recognition of and adherence to the teaching of the church in matters of faith and morals."

The official rhetoric claims that Notre Dame is laycontrolled. In his February, 1992, Reflections on University Governance, Fr. Edward Malloy, states that, "In 1967, governance was transferred from the Congregation of Holy Cross to a predominantly lay Board of Trustees."

However, the trustees are elected by the Fellows who, among their other powers, also adopt and amend the bylaws and control the transfer of University property. Six of the twelve Fellows are—and must be—Holy Cross priests.

The Holy Cross priests, therefore, have decisive leverage, but the Congregation of Holy Cross has no formal accountability. It is fair to ask whether a university characterized by such ambivalence and pretense can resist the secularizing tendency Fr. Burtchaell describes. The decision of the Congregation to "give away" Notre Dame was well intended. But, 25 years later, Fr. Burtchaell's analysis fairly raises the question of whether it ought to be reversed, so that the Congregation of Holy Cross will be enabled and required to act with full and formal accountability for the maintenance of the Catholic character of Notre Dame.

Professor Rice is a professor in the Law School. His column appears every other Monday.
A dream come true

Alex Montoya overcomes challenges to become a Notre Dame freshman

By CHRISS HANIFIN

Notre Dame freshman Alex Montoya recently fought the Immigration and Naturalization Service to gain United States' citizenship, enabling him to attend the University this year.

"I know people are often not comfortable around me, but I don't want them to look upon me sympathetically. I don't mind talking about things. Please ask questions," Alex Montoya.

Montoya spent the summer fearing deportation by the Immigration and Naturalization Service to his native country Columbia, but now he is a United States' citizen.

His plans changed when the time came to apply to college, where the INS required Montoya to provide a lawyer and suspending his case.

Montoya feels he has adapted well to college life. Arriving on campus in early July, he took part in the Aetna Program which attempts to orient first-year minority students to the College of Arts and Letters or the College of Business Administration.

"ND has been fantastic with both finances and services. I appreciate their help beyond words," Montoya said.

According to Montoya, attending Notre Dame had been his dream for years.

"I wanted to attend a school with a family atmosphere—I didn't just want to be a number somewhere. I was also impressed with the CSC (Center for Social Concerns). I felt that here helping was the rule rather than the exception," he said.

Montoya feels he has adapted well to college life. Arriving on campus in early July, he took part in the Aetna Program which attempts to orient first-year minority students to the College of Arts and Letters or the College of Business Administration.

"ND has been fantastic with both finances and services. I appreciate their help beyond words," Montoya said.

The University has sought to provide help where it could through measures such as special doorknobs and widened stairs. Montoya has adjusted to dorm life as well. "The guys in St. Ed's have been fantastic, and my dream of a big family atmosphere has come true."

Academics at Notre Dame have impressed Montoya. "Minds are challenged in classes. I have always wanted to be a scholar, learning and not just memorizing facts," he said.

Montoya is currently interested in a career in journalism. "I think journalism can make a difference," he said, recalling the journalist who helped make his dream of citizenship possible by publicizing his case.

In addition, Montoya is an assistant coach with the St. Ed's football team and plans to work with the CSC.

Montoya is extremely comfortable with his disability, and noted that it is more fitting to call him "handicapped" than handicapped. "I know people are often not comfortable around me, but I don't want them to look upon me sympathetically. I don't mind talking about things. Please ask questions—it is the only way to break through barriers," Montoya said.

Holy Cross Hall gains a new family

By ELIZABETH MARTIN

There are men living on Saint Mary's campus.

As the new Residence Hall Director in Holy Cross Hall and advisor for the residence hall association, Patty Warfield has brought her husband, Andy, and her three-year-old son, A.J., to live with her among students in the dorm.

Warfield, a Wisconsin native, has a master's degree in science and education with an emphasis in counseling from the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh. Her primary area of interest lies in student development.

For the past four years, Warfield worked as an elementary and high school counselor primarily dealing with substance abuse and eating disorders.

"I thought the move to Saint Mary's would allow me to delve more deeply into the issues of women," Warfield said.

But in addition to her duties in Residence Life, Warfield is also a wife and mother of a part-time resident assistant with her family. Warfield's family lives in an apartment in the basement of Holy Cross Hall and dorm life is quite a change for Warfield's husband, who has never lived on a college campus.

"I was so impressed with his disability, and noted that it is more fitting to call him "handicapped" than handicapped. "I know people are often not comfortable around me, but I don't want them to look upon me sympathetically. I don't mind talking about things. Please ask questions—it is the only way to break through barriers," Montoya said.

"ND has been fantastic with both finances and services. I appreciate their help beyond words," Montoya said.

The University has sought to provide help where it could through measures such as special doorknobs and widened stairs. Montoya has adjusted to dorm life as well. "The guys in St. Ed's have been fantastic, and my dream of a big family atmosphere has come true."

Academics at Notre Dame have impressed Montoya. "Minds are challenged in classes. I have always wanted to be a scholar, learning and not just memorizing facts," he said.

Montoya is currently interested in a career in journalism. "I think journalism can make a difference," he said, recalling the journalist who helped make his dream of citizenship possible by publicizing his case.

In addition, Montoya is an assistant coach with the St. Ed's football team and plans to work with the CSC.

Montoya is extremely comfortable with his disability, and noted that it is more fitting to call him "handicapped" than handicapped. "I know people are often not comfortable around me, but I don't want them to look upon me sympathetically. I don't mind talking about things. Please ask questions—it is the only way to break through barriers," Montoya said.

Montoya is currently interested in a career in journalism. "I think journalism can make a difference," he said, recalling the journalist who helped make his dream of citizenship possible by publicizing his case.

In addition, Montoya is an assistant coach with the St. Ed's football team and plans to work with the CSC.

Montoya is extremely comfortable with his disability, and noted that it is more fitting to call him "handicapped" than handicapped. "I know people are often not comfortable around me, but I don't want them to look upon me sympathetically. I don't mind talking about things. Please ask questions—it is the only way to break through barriers," Montoya said.
California team wins American Legion title

PANOGO, N.D. (AP) — Jeff Xaster allowed only five hits in 8 2-3 innings and David Lesher took the win as Newbury Park of California overwhelmed Arlington Heights of Illinois 12-7 Tuesday to win the American Legion World Series championship.

Lamb, Ryan Garner, Robert Pick and Jim Chergey each had three hits in the game for Newbury Park, which finished its season at 41-3. Arlington Tigheons finished the season at 27-8.

Krishcher had four hits in the game, including a double and two RBIs, and Pick batted in two runs.

In the awards ceremony after the championship game, Lamb was presented with the George Logan award as American Legion Player of the Year.
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FARGO, N.D. (AP) — Jeff Xaster allowed only five hits in 8 2-3 innings and David Lesher took the win as Newbury Park of California overwhelmed Arlington Heights of Illinois 12-7 Tuesday to win the American Legion World Series championship.

Lamb, Ryan Garner, Robert Pick and Jim Chergey each had three hits in the game for Newbury Park, which finished its season at 41-3. Arlington Tigheons finished the season at 27-8.

Krishcher had four hits in the game, including a double and two RBIs, and Pick batted in two runs.

In the awards ceremony after the championship game, Lamb was presented with the George Logan award as American Legion Player of the Year.
Ejections mar Cub's victory

CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago Cubs manager Jim Lefebvre and pitcher Frank Castillo had different explanations for a "payback" pitch that led to ejections for both.

"When somebody drills one of our players, you've got to pay it back, it's just baseball," Lefebvre said after the Cubs 7-2 victory over the San Francisco Giants on Saturday. "I didn't order him to do it. He knew what to do, it's a payback." After Giants reliever Jeff Brantley hit Steve Buechele with a pitch in the sixth inning, Castillo hit Bobby Thompson in the seventh, bringing an automatic ejection for both pitcher and manager.

Castillo, who won his second consecutive start after failing to record a victory in nine starts from June 28 until Aug. 24, denied purposefully hitting Thompson. "I just wanted to throw strikes and be aggressive," Castillo said. "I had gotten him out on an inside pitch the last time he was up.

Both benches cleared when Buechele was hit following back-to-back homers in the sixth off Mark Grace and Andre Dawson, but umpires kept the two sides apart. Chicago's Rey Sanchez and Ryne Sandberg also hit back-to-back homers in the eighth.

Sanchez, Giants general manager Al Rosen was holding a closed door meeting in the clubhouse after his team's fifth consecutive loss and ninth in 12 games.

"I talked about playing with pride and ego," Rosen said. "I just feel Giants fans are entitled to more. I don't think I've ever wanted my anger so much.

Dawson had four hits and three RBIs to lead Chicago's 13-3 attack. "The offense is starting to gel, you know," Lefebvre said. "It's just baseball." Dawson also scored only a few steps ahead of Sandberg.

Manwaring homered to center leading off the third for his second of the season. Leonard hit his fourth homer, also to center, in the sixth to cut San Francisco's deficit to 3-2. Grace hit his eighth homer to right and the sixth and Dawson followed with his 18th to left.

We took advantage of the winds," Grace said. "The winds were blowing out for a change this year.

Sanchez and Sandberg completed the scoring with back-to-back homers off Francisco Olivasera in the eighth. It was Sanchez's first homer in the majors and Sandberg's 16th of the season.

"Those would have been outs with Pavin would have resulted," said. "Had he missed it, a tie with Pavin would have resulted, a tie.

"But then, what do I know?" Lefebvre said. "I just put as much pressure on him as I could, but he made a great put on the last hole, the 12th.

"I put as much pressure on him as I could, but he made a great putt on the last hole, the 12th," Sandberg said.

"I was so dark I wasn't sure I could have hit," Stadler said before adding: "I put as much pressure on him as I could, but he made a great putt on the last hole, the 12th."

Stadler said he would have been the "Hotre 'Dame" community for a new office near campus.

"We got in trouble off the tee again, found a bunker with his 18th needing a par in the dark," Stadler said.

"In this case, they could have put us on the franchise, but we still got some time to play with," Stadler said.

"With the split they're going back out the same way they came in, don't have 1-4 victories behind us," Lefebvre said. "It might not have looked that way at several points during the series."

After Toronto took a 5-4 victory on Thursday, the Brewers 18th needing nine hits for a 2-2 win on Friday. Then on Sunday, Milwaukee pounded Stadler, the Brewers 18th needing 31 hits for a 2-2 win on Friday. Then on Sunday, Milwaukee pounded Stadler, the Brewers 18th needing 31 hits for a 2-2 win on Friday.

Brewers remain 41/2 back despite weekend success against Blue Jays

TORONTO (AP) — The Milwaukee Brewers got the all-time hit record in the American League and the Toronto Blue Jays got back one of the league's top pitchers.

However, neither team managed to get any closer to their goal than when the four-game series began Thursday.

Following Toronto's 3-3 victory, the Blue Jays remained 4 1/2 games in front of the AL East-leading Baltimore Orioles after 1 1/2 games.

Now, with five remaining in the season, Milwaukee won't get another chance to pick up ground on Toronto. The Blue Jays took the season series with the Blue Jays 7-3.

"They played us tough and dumped on us the last two games, but we played well in the day and showed that we have some character," said Toronto reliever Tom Henke, who got the final three outs Sunday for his 24th save.

"It was great to see Juan play like the Juan of the World Series, they could have hit the ball into the seats," Lefebvre said. "But he couldn't keep pace with Stadler down the stretch and was third at 275 after a 68.

John Cook, a runner-up in both the British Open and the PGA, was the only other man in the field of 45 winners from around the world to finish under par. He had a closing 68 and was two under for the tournament at 275.

Nick Price, making his first start since winning the PGA, shot 72 and tied for fifth at 280 with David Peoples, who had a closing 74.

Welcome Back! TRY OUR BEEF SIZZLER SANDWICH $3.25 - GET AN ORDER OF HOT CHIPS WITH RALPH DRESSING FOR ONLY $4.95 Greenfield's Cafe so noted, has caused delays in something like 70 or 80 percent of our tournaments this year." With a small field like this 45 title-winners from around the world, they had the Blue Jays started them early in the day, taped it, edited it, had a good package," Stadler said.

"Then, if you get weather — had the forecast that they said they were going to get weather — we've still got some time to play with."

"With a small field like this 45 title-winners from around the world, they had the Blue Jays started them early in the day, taped it, edited it, had a good package," Stadler said.

"Then, if you get weather — had the forecast that they said they were going to get weather — we've still got some time to play with."

"In this case, they could have put us on the franchise, but we still got some time to play with," Stadler said.

"With the split they're going back out the same way they came in, don't have 1-4 victories behind us," Lefebvre said. "It might not have looked that way at several points during the series."
RENO, Nev. (AP) - James Toney, who fought Mike McCallum to a draw the last time they met, escaped with his middleweight title again yesterday after a majority decision win in a lackluster 12-round bout.

Toney fought an uninspired fight but it was enough to beat the aging McCallum, who tried in the later rounds to lose for only the second time in his pro career.

Unlike their first fight in December, when they fought toe to toe in a thrilling 12-round draw, the rematch was so dull that the crowd was booing both fighters.

Judge Phil Newman had the fight 114-111, but Judge Doug Tucker had Toney winning 117-110 and Tom McDonald had him ahead 118-110. The Associated Press had Toney winning 114-113.

It was Toney's sixth defense of the International Boxing Federation 160-pound title he won from Michael Nunn, while McCallum lost for only the second time in 14 title fights.

"A win is a win," Toney said. "I wanted to take it easy and be smooth about it.

Take it easy Toney did, almost to the point in the early rounds where he appeared to be sleepwalking.

McCallum, who was stripped of his World Boxing Association title when he fought Toney the first time, lost the 1987 game to Michael Nunn, while McCallum lost for the first time in 14 title fights.

"I wanted to take it easy and be smooth about it."

Toney's punches were the harder ones, although neither fighter was ever in trouble and there were no knockdowns.

Toney, who improved to 32-0-2, was paid $750,000 for the fight, actually landed more punches than Toney, according to stats computed by CompuBox.

McCallum landed 332 of 849 punches, or 39 percent, to 232 of 675, or 34 percent, for Toney.

Toney's punches were the harder ones, although neither fighter was ever in trouble and there were no knockdowns.

Toney, who improved to 32-0-2, was paid $750,000 for the fight, actually landed more punches than Toney, according to stats computed by CompuBox.

McCallum landed 332 of 849 punches, or 39 percent, to 232 of 675, or 34 percent, for Toney.

Toney's punches were the harder ones, although neither fighter was ever in trouble and there were no knockdowns.

Toney, who improved to 32-0-2, was paid $750,000 for the fight, actually landed more punches than Toney, according to stats computed by CompuBox.

McCallum landed 332 of 849 punches, or 39 percent, to 232 of 675, or 34 percent, for Toney.

Toney's punches were the harder ones, although neither fighter was ever in trouble and there were no knockdowns.

Toney, who improved to 32-0-2, was paid $750,000 for the fight, actually landed more punches than Toney, according to stats computed by CompuBox.
The Observer

Raiders, Steelers win as NFL preseason concludes

(AP) - Not since last Dec. 1 had the Los Angeles Raiders won a football game. That changed on Saturday when, thanks to the Nick Bell's 2-yard touchdown run with 2:05 to play, Los Angeles beat the Houston Oilers 30-26. The Raiders lost their final three games of the 1991 season, the AFC wild-card game and their first three exhibition games before finally getting into the win column.

"This win came at a real good time for us," said Raiders quarterback Jay Schroeder, who completed seven of 10 passes for 92 yards and one touchdown without being intercepted while playing the first half against the Oilers. "I think we looked a lot crisper today. Next week, we will start shooting live bullets."

In another Saturday game on the last weekend of exhibition play, the Pittsburgh Steelers beat the New York Giants 24-3, and Minnesota scored Washington 30-0. The weekend began Thursday with the New York Jets beating Philadelphia 22-13, New Orleans beating Miami 17-3 and San Diego beating the Los Angeles Rams 30-19.

On Friday, it was Cleveland 24, Tampa Bay 3, Cincinnati 34, Detroit 17, Buffalo 27, Atlanta 21; Chicago 20, Dallas 13; Indianapolis 21, Kansas City 10; San Francisco 24, Seattle 17; and Phoenix 21, Denver 17.

The Raiders moved 82 yards in 12 plays for the winning TD after Cody Carlson's 12-yard scoring pass to Corey Harris had put the Oilers (4-1) ahead 26-23.

Carlson's pass to Harris came two plays after Darryl Lewis intercepted Todd Marinovich's pass and returned it 16 yards to the Los Angeles 16, but Marinovich bounced back to guide the Raiders to the winning touchdown.

"It was a good effort," said coach Art Shell. "We've got a football team that has been knocking people around. We did a pretty good job, especially our first-line guys."

Bell rushed for 102 yards on 13 carries and Marinovich, playing the second half, completed 10 of 18 passes for 177 yards and two interceptions. Ernest Givins caught two touchdown passes in the third quarter to put the Oilers ahead before Marinovich's long pass to Brown.

"There are a lot of things we did real well, and there were a lot of things we were pretty bad at," Oilers coach Jack Pardee said. "As poorly as we looked that first half, we still could have come out of that thing ahead. About the season, I'm ready to get started."

Neil O'Donnell made a claim for the starting quarterback job, capping two 11-play drives in the first half with touchdown passes of 2 and 7 yards to Eric Green.

Former Steeler Matt Bahr's 28-yard field goal gave New York 3-lead in the first quarter, but O'Donnell hit Jeff Graham for 27 yards and Dwight Stone for 19 on a 92-yard drive that ended with Green's first scoring catch at 2:48 of the period. Pittsburgh, winless until beating Chicago 24-17 last Sunday, then drove 64 yards on its next possession with Barry Foster's six carries for 43 yards setting up O'Donnell's second scoring pass to Green.

O'Donnell completed 11 of 15 passes for 150 yards without an interception. With Jeff Hostetler still injured, Phil Simms played the first 3 1/2 quarters for New York, completing eight of 11 for 124 yards and an interception.

SPORTS BRIEFS

The Notre Dame Sports Information office is seeking volunteers for its operation for the 1992-93 school year. Students will work with all 24 varsity sports, press releases and statistics. Call Doug Tammars at 239-7516.

Varsity Hockey will have a meeting on August 31 at 4:30 p.m. in the JACC Football Auditorium.

Notre Dame Rugby Club is starting practice. All returning players and anyone interested in playing should come to Stephan Field at 4:15 p.m. No experience necessary. Please bring cleats, mouthpiece and proof of insurance. Questions? Call 287-9387.

Football Officials are needed for RecSports leagues. Come to meeting on September 9 in the JACC Football Auditorium at 5 p.m. for Grad football and at 5-5:30 p.m. for women's interhall. Officials earn $9 a game.

Baseball umpires needed for fall baseball leagues. Anyone interested should report to an umpire's meeting on September 3 at 5 p.m. in the JACC Auditorium. Umpires earn $10 a game.

The SMC tennis team will hold a meeting for anyone interested in trying out for the team on September 2 at 4:30 p.m. in Angela Athletic Center.

Tickets for the Notre Dame-Northwestern game are available through Ticketmaster (312) 559-1212 and the Northwestern Ticket Office 1-800-WILDCAT.

Soccer Officials are needed for RecSports soccer leagues. Come to a meeting on September 16 at 4:30 p.m. in the JACC Auditorium. Officials earn $10 a game.

RecSports is accepting entries for interhall cross country and men's soccer, campus volleyball and grad/faculty/staff soccer. Entries are due in the RecSports Office in the JACC by September 9.

The campus 2-person golf scramble will take place on September 27. The tournament is open to all students, faculty and staff. Sign up as an individual or in pairs. Entries and entry fees due by September 23.

All Saint Mary's students interested in playing varsity basketball should attend a meeting on September 3 at 4 p.m. at the Angela Athletic Center.

SportsTalk returns to WVFI 640 AM on Tuesday at 8 p.m. Join hosts Noah Cooper and Mark Woodmansee as they discuss the upcoming season with Clint Johnson and Lake Dawson.

The Notre Dame Hockey Coaches will ask screen the ND Hockey logo on clean T-shirts, pillow cases and whatever else students bring to the hockey table at Student Activities Night.

The 8th Annual Run, relay. Women in Sports Fundraiser will sponsor a women's double elimination 3-on-3 basketball tournament on September 13 at the Stephon O'Neill Courts. Registration and the $20 fee is due before September 4. Contact Sandy Botham at 239-5420 for registration forms. Funds raised by the event will benefit the NWCS of St. Joseph County.

The Observer is now accepting applications for the following paid positions:

Day Editor

Typist

Contact Colleen Knight at 239-5303 for more information.
Scrimmage benefits Belles
VanMeter optimistic despite lopsided score

by MOYA SOMERSET
Sports Writer
The women's soccer teams from Saint Mary's and Notre Dame gathered in front of a large crowd at Alumni Field to compete in their annual scrimmage.

The general consensus between the two teams was a good-natured scrimmage, which the Irish captured 7-1.

"It is fun. There is a good, big rivalry between the two schools. Division One versus Division Three. Everyone is always up," said returning se-

ior Kristin Crowle.

Judy Hartwig scored the first goal for Notre Dame in the first of the three sets and was followed by a host of others in the Irish scoring column. The lone Belles goal came from Freshman Kim Rivers, in the second set.

An injury to Saint Mary's ex-

terior Cindy Jordan marred the solid performance by the Belles. Jordan went down in the third period with what first reports called a hyper-extended

knee.

Belles coach Tom VanMeter is optimistic about this season after seeing his team perform.

"Playing Notre Dame is a great opportunity. They are a division one team, and they play very fast. This is a learning process. The score was lopsided, but we have to adjust," stated a pleased VanMeter. "We have only had seven practices, only had since Monday. Four of our starters graduated, and everyone is playing in different positions.

Saint Mary's next game will be a scrimmage at Valparaiso University.

Injuries

continued from page 16

captains play on the team. The three have been supportive of the younger players, but their inability to give the on the field leadership any team needs has been disappointing.

"We go to all the practices, and participate as much as we can, but we want to be able to lead the team on the field," commented Lodya. "It's frus-

trating to be injured to start our senior year, but we can't think of ourselves we have to be supportive of the players who can play.

The title of captain, and en-

field leader has been given to Andrea Kurek. The junior de-

fender will serve as captain until the trio is healthy.

Their health is an unsettled issue, as dates with doctors this fall will determine the fate of the three captains. Chabot may be back as soon as a week, but Lodya and Jare's recover will require a bit longer.

"I don't think that I will re-

turn for at least two weeks," continued Lodya.

Porter status remains a mystery as she is in the fifth month of rehabilitation from reconstructive knee surgery. The progress usual takes six months before a player is in as position to play. Extensively that figure is tentative, due to the delicacy of a surgery of that nature.

The most affected by the in-

juries has been Petrucelli, who begins his fifth year as coach. After coming close to an NCAA tournament bid last season, this year held promise as a year to put the Irish program in the national spotlight for good.

Despite the setback brought by the injuries Petrucelli feels this still could be the season his team makes a permanent mark on the national scene.

"The beginning of this year will be a real challenge, with the loss of the leadership the captains brought. But if any-

thing this thing time will give the

younger players experience," said Petrucelli. "I don't think that this can't be the season we expected it to be.

"When October roles around we are going to be a deep, sea-

soned team, really ready to play.

The seasoning of the younger players has fallen into Petrucelli's hands, and at first seems to be a challenging task, has become easy, and also a great deal of fun.

"You would think that I would have to do a lot more hands on coaching, but it really hasn't been that way," said a pleased Petrucelli. "With the talent level we have overall, I really haven't had to. Talent replaces experience, you can't teach big game experience but you can hope that talent will replace it.

"Anyway you deal with freshmen, things are going to be exciting, and you get the satisfaction of seeing a lot more learning."

Big game experience for the younger players will begin Saturday when the Irish travel to North Carolina State, which is considered to be among the nation's top teams.

Happy 21" to
"Little Ringy"

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Frisky

FOR SENIOR NURSING STUDENTS

A seminar to help you prepare for personal and professional decisions.

October 16 & 17, 1992
Mayo Medical Center
Rochester, Minnesota

SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS

- Transition: From New Graduate to Expert Nurse
- The Future Nurses of Oz

BREAKOUT SESSIONS

- Fee-For-Service vs. Prepaid: Preparing for Your Job Search
- Collaborative Practice - What It Is And What It Isn't
- State Boards: Are You Ready?

Your $10 registration fee covers sessions, instruction materials and food. Mayo Medical Center will cover the cost of lodging for out-of-town participants.

Deadline for registration is October 9, 1992
Call 1-800-545-0357 for registration information and brochure.

Nursing Horizons is sponsored by Mayo Clinic Rochester, Minnesota 55905

Mayo Foundation is an affirmative action and equal opportunity educator and employer.
**Today**

**Monday, August 31, 1992**

**SPELUNKER**

**JAY HOSLER**

**THE FAR SIDE**

**GARY LARSON**

---

**CALVIN AND HOBBES**

**WAHDE DO THE CANDIDATES STAND ON DINOSAUR RESEARCH? THAT'S WHAT I WANT TO KNOW!**

**BILL WATTERSON**

**IF NOBODY PANDERS TO US, WELL THROW THE ELECTION; WE'LL STAY HOME! WE'RE DISAFFECTED, DISENFRANCHISED AND DISCOMFORTED!**

**CROSSWORD**

**ACROSS**

1. An order of angels
2. Telamon ruled here
3. Practical person
4. Fuss over, English style
5. One who transfers properly
6. "I Puritan!" heroines and namesakes
7. "Turandot" role
8. Roman-feuve
9. Handel hero
10. Bundle of hides
11. Cradle rocker
12. Dancer-mime Parenti

**DOWN**

1. Sicilian seaport
2. Abode of the Muses
3. Monaco monarch
4. "Solar Barque" author
5. "Night Music" playwright
6. Swiss lake
7. Marks for David Ossio
8. Woody Allen film
9. "I Puritan!" heroine
10. "Night Music" operatic role
11. "Solar Barque" author
12. "Night Music" opera

**ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE**

1. Sicilian seaport
2. Abode of the Muses
3. Monaco monarch
4. "Solar Barque" author
5. "Night Music" playwright
6. Swiss lake
7. Marks for David Ossio
8. Woody Allen film
9. "I Puritan!" heroine
10. "Night Music" operatic role
11. "Solar Barque" author
12. "Night Music" opera

---

**MENU**

**Saint Mary's**

- Soup and salad bar
- Mexican bar
- Lemon chicken breasts with brown rice

---

**CAMPUS**

**Monday**

7:00 p.m. Film, "Birth of a Nation." Annenberg Auditorium, Snite Museum.

9:30 p.m. Film, "Frankenstein." Annenberg Auditorium, Snite Museum.

---

**LECTURES**

**Monday**

8:00 p.m. "Application of Waste Water Control Technologies to Eastern Europe." Professor Peter Wilderer, Technical University, Munich. Hesburgh Center Auditorium. Sponsored by Institute for International Peace Studies and the Center for Bioengineering and Pollution Control.

**Tuesday**

12:30 p.m. Kellogg Seminar, "Introduction of Faculty Fellows and Institute's Programs." Room C-103, Hesburgh Center. Sponsored by the Kellogg Institute for International Studies.

---

**Today's Events**

- **Film Screenings**
  - Monday, 7:00 p.m.: "Birth of a Nation" at Annenberg Auditorium, Snite Museum.
  - Monday, 9:30 p.m.: "Frankenstein" at Annenberg Auditorium, Snite Museum.

- **Films**
  - "Birth of a Nation" by D.W. Griffith, 1915, 165 minutes.
  - "Frankenstein" by James Whale, 1931, 97 minutes.

---

All who are interested:

Pay a visit to The Observer table at Activities Night and become a part of the newspaper staff! Tuesday, September 1, at the JACC.
Women top SMC despite injuries

By JASON KELLY
Sports Writer

INDIANAPOLIS — Emotions were high on Saturday as the 20th-ranked Notre Dame men's soccer team battled number-five Indians at the Golden Boot Classic.

Although it was just an exhibition game, both teams played with an intensity often reserved for the post-season.

When the dust settled, the Hoosiers came away with a 2-0 win, but they didn't escape without a battle.

"Indiana didn't dominate us by any stretch of the imagination," said Irish coach Mike Berticelli. "I think we exposed them as much as they exposed us." It didn't take Indiana very long to expose some inexperience in Notre Dame's defense. Junior Mike Palmer, a converted midfielder playing his first game as a defender, missed a coverage, which led to a goal by Indiana's Vane Lobring less than six minutes into the game.

"The first goal was caused by some confusion and inexperience," Berticelli explained. "But I see that as a positive because it will be a learning experience." Saturday's game was all about learning.

Because it was just an exhibition, the Irish used various combinations and several untested players saw some quality minutes. The Hoosiers capitalized on that inexperience again at the 30.17 mark. Sophomore goalkeeper Bert Bader made an impressive diving save, but the ball slipped out of his grasp and Indiana's Brandon Ward dumped the garbage into the empty net.

In the second half, emotions reached a peak and Irish sophomore Chris Dean was in the middle of the action. Early in the final period, it looked like Dean would be finished for the night. After Indiana's Jeff Bannister sent him tumbling to the turf. He was able to continue, but he probably wishes he wasn't. Minutes later, Dean tripped up the Hoosiers' Joel Shanker, who showed his displeasure with a punch to Dean's stomach.

Shanker showered, Dean continued. With a one-man advantage for the final 25 minutes, the Irish offense put together their best scoring opportunities of the night.

Because it was just an exhibition, the Irish offense put together their best scoring opportunities of the night. An off-sides penalty wiped out a Hoosiers' Tim Oates' goal with about 20 minutes left. And former Notre Dame player Tony Richardson rolled a shot off the left bar in the final minute.

"It could have just as easily been a 2-2 game," Berticelli said. "If that shot went in at the end and we don't have the off-sides call, it's a different game.

In exhibition games, however, the final score is meaningless. A loss is as good as a win if the team learns to play together and gets quality experience in game situations.

"Because we're so young, we needed this time together on the field," Berticelli added. "This game gave us some direction as we prepare for the regular season, and I think we'll be a really good team by the end of the year."

Junior Andrea Kurek has been named captain of the women's soccer team due to injuries to the squad's three senior captains.

Men's soccer falls to Indiana in Boot, 2-0

By GEORGE DOHRMANN
Sports Writer

Coach Chris Petruzelli and the Notre Dame women's soccer team got a look at the future Sunday night as they cruised past Saint Mary's College in an exhibition game 7-1.

By JIM VOGEL
Sports Writer

Chalk Talk

Baseball must do a lot more than turn back the clock

Fellow sports fans, familiarize yourself with channel 24; that's ESPN on your beloved Heritage Cablevision system.

You will likely be tuned in way past your normal bedtime watching an historic tractor pull competition. You may even find yourself getting up early to watch a rerun of the international judo championships.

If you are at least semi-junkie, you will definitely be glued to the set for the tri-daily Sports Center, weekly NFL Prime Time and Sunday Night Football, the daily half-hour show Baseball Tonight, and about 150 baseball games a season.

Last night after Sports Center, I caught some of ESPN's Sunday Night Baseball, an epic battle between the Mets and the Dodgers, a quick glance at the scoreboard, and jumped back into the bag, worrying more about numbers in their financial statements than their team's numbers in the standings.

This isn't the first time I've been curious about a team's numbers in the standings; it simply can't keep up with rising costs.

Costs.

The Mets can no longer afford to pay for an unproven third baseman, Jeff Kent. Perhaps you know a hint. It starts with a dollar sign. Baseball, like its commissioner Fay Vincent, is in deep trouble.

Owners are mad at Vincent for not putting in a salary cap to protect players from bankruptcy.

Headlines for an edition of ESPN's Baseball Tonight should be saying something like this:

* a team can no longer survive financially in a city like San Francisco
* the Mets can now longer afford to pay a great free-agent pitcher his dues,
* star players like Canseco, Henderson, Strawberry, etc. keep worrying more about numbers in their contracts than their team's numbers in the standings.

The bottom line is simple. Teams simply can't keep up with rising costs.

Something must be done to bring back the glory days of baseball. And for right now, marketers' "Turn back the clock" nights just aren't working.

INSIDE SPORTS

Illinois signs with Bengals see page 16

Iowa loses in Kickoff Classic see page 12

Philippines win Little League World Series see page 10

see INJURY page 14

see page 10

Sports Writer

Although not a starter, Chabot's loss is as equal importance due the leadership role she and the other seniors filled.

Although not a starter, Chabot's loss is the leadership role she and the other seniors filled.

Although not a starter, Chabot's loss is the leadership role she and the other seniors filled.

The lineup will remain that way for a time, but he probably wishes he wasn't.

Minutes later, Dean tripped up the Hoosiers' Joel Shanker, who showed his displeasure with a punch to Dean's stomach.

Shanker showered, Dean continued.

With a one-man advantage for the final 25 minutes, the Irish offense put together their best scoring opportunities of the night.

An off-sides penalty wiped out a Hoosiers' Tim Oates' goal with about 20 minutes left. And former Notre Dame player Tony Richardson rolled a shot off the left bar in the final minute.

"It could have just as easily been a 2-2 game," Berticelli said. "If that shot went in at the end and we don't have the off-sides call, it's a different game.

In exhibition games, however, the final score is meaningless. A loss is as good as a win if the team learns to play together and gets quality experience in game situations.

"Because we're so young, we needed this time together on the field," Berticelli added. "This game gave us some direction as we prepare for the regular season, and I think we'll be a really good team by the end of the year."